discovering new concepts. The problem remains that the computational complexity of the current generation of To experiment with this approach, we developed a system algorithms is such that document ingest rate is insufficient with FPGAs that ingests content over a network at high to keep up with the high rate of information flow. data rates. The system extracts basewords, counts words, scores documents, and discovers concepts on data that
To overcome this problem we have developed a system are carried in TCPIIP network flows as packets over a that uses FPGAs to accelerate concept discovery and Gigabit Ethernet link or in cells transported over an classification algorithms.
Circuits have been OC48 link. These multiple languages. To perform our test we downloaded on how our semantic processing algorithms operate. This postings from Google newsgroups and various forums. section will describe the flow of data through the We also analyzed CMU's 20 Newsgroups corpus. Some hardware and also demonstrate the cooperative tradeoffs results are quite promising. For language identification, between hardware and software, and discuss how we have our system has proven to be 9900 accurate as well as overcome these limitations. extremely effective at concept classification over these corpora.
3.1 Relationship to Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) LSI uses a feature vector to represent a document. In our 2. FPGA-BASED SEMANTIC PROCESSING system, a document consists of the textual data that
We have built a system with reconfigurable hardware that appears within a TCP/IP flow. We have implemented enables the real-time analysis of multilingual data circuits that reconstruct the text from within TCP/IP flows transmitted over a high-speed network. The system elicits and compute a document vector that describes the the semantics of unstructured text that appears in occurrence of words within the data. This document documents passing through the network by performing vector is scored against multiple concept vectors to hardware accelerated Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) on determine which topic the text most closely relates to. the content of each network traffic flow.
Scoring can be performed in a number of ways. For each underlying method, every word can be weighted to
The system performs the data processing functions using determine its importance to a particular concept. reconfigurable hardware. Specifically, each content processing module is implemented using Field
The hardware data processing is performed using a series Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) logic and tables stored of hardware modules. The baseword module determines in a combination of on-chip and off-chip memory [1] .
(tokenizes) words from a flow and passes the individual words to the count module. The count module takes the
The function of each module is determined by bitfiles that individual feature counts and builds the feature vector for configure FPGAs on the Field-programmable Port a flow. When the flow ends, the feature vector is passed Extender (FPX) platform [2] . Data is processed in a to the score module where it is scored against a set of pipeline as it streams through a stack of FPX modules in known concept vectors. a GVS-1000 chassis. [3] .
Tokenizing and Calculating Baseword Vector
Our system first reads Internet Protocol (IP) packets from Our baseword module determines the set of words in a a Gigabit Ethernet or OC-48 line card. The first module flow. A word, or token, is a sequence of bytes followed in the system reconstructs the original sequences of bytes by one or more separating characters. In English, the sent over each Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) flow most common separating characters are spaces. Our [4] . Additional modules, like HAIL, have also been tokenizer parses text in multiple character encodings to developed to determine the language and encoding used allow for processing of foreign language documents. to transmit text in each TCP/IP flow by performing an ngram analysis of extracted bytes [5] .
The determination of a word is performed though a circuit that has two primary functions. First, the circuit translates characters to normalize the case. H("HELLO") = 0x2c563 (101,603)
As values are extracted from the WMT, they are passed to the count module to build a document vector. A list of With the output of 20 bits, there is a possibility of IM features is received by the count module from the (1, 048, 576) individual representations of acceptable baseword module. Each occurrence of a feature causes a words. The hash used to translate words to numbers is a counter for that feature to be incremented. Once a flow factor taken into consideration by the learning algorithms.
completes, a vector of 4000 elements in 2048 bytes that contains counts of all the features is passed to the score 3.3 Word Mapping Table  module . Saturating arithmetic is used so that if any 4-bit Our system performs dimensionality reduction in two entry overflows (i.e., takes a value greater than 15), the steps. As described above, the first part of our system resulting value is set to 15.
hashes each word to one of iM values. The second part of our dimensionality reduction occurs via a Word 3.5 Scoring and Concept Vectors Mapping Table (WMT) .
The WMT provides a The scoring module compares vectors that count the 3 features in TCP/IP flows to vectors that represent
The WU method generates a word mapping table (WMT) concepts. A set of concept vectors that is used to using an algorithm with the following properties and configure the score module is referred to as a Score Figure The method is based on principles in information each of 30 concept vectors represented with 4-bit retrieval, augmented with heuristics from information resolution.
theory. The basic idea is to satisfy the selection of information-bearing features of the training set and to FPGAs can perform numerical processing very quickly by ignore the possibility that two words might be correlated. using parallel hardware circuits. To be efficient in amount of space used by these circuits, we limit the Given that a training set from a corpus can have a large complexity of the math. The use of limited-precision number of possible words--10,000+ distinct words for a integers was a factor considered for the learning single language is common--the feature set extraction algorithms. The scoring of a vector against the concepts must be learned. The basic idea is to allocate words to in the system is performed using a hardware-implemented buckets (or features) in three distinct classes. First, circuit that computes a dot product between the document reserve a fixed number of "first class" features, one vector and the concept vector. Once all the scores are bucket per word, for the words with the highest computed, the results are passed out of the system. frequency. This is done after first removing "stop" words, which are defined as words that appear with too high a 3.6 Score Vectors frequency in the training set. The stop word list can be The output of the scoring module is called a score vector.
augmented with background information, so that some It consists of the 15 (or 30) scores, along with the sum of words are anchored on this list whether they are present in the entries of the document vector and the dot product of training documents or not. Stop words are allocated the document vector with itself. The score vector, along either to a single bucket whose count remains zero or to a with the document vector, is passed from hardware to single bucket that is presumed to easily saturate its count. software for further processing.
For "second class" features, multiple words are allocated 3.7 Classification Algorithms as a single feature, permitting an intentional bucket The method for classification of text is dependent on the collision. The proportion of second class to first class learning algorithms used by the system. If a Bayesian features can be specified by the user, and an iterative method was used in the design of the WMT and ST, then search is used to find the collision rate that best matches the classification processing would take that into the target proportion. It is important to allocate second consideration. Likewise, if a spherical distance metric class words so that colliding words all belong to the same was the criterion for classification, then a different category. "Third class" features are allocated just to mathematical transform would be performed. Two complete the number of buckets at 4000, and are allocated algorithms were developed for the AFE system, each has with an even higher collision rate. different classification metrics.
To reflect information theoretic ideas, the strategy for to Euclidean distance.
The HNC / Fair Isaac Algorithm
We anticipate deploying our system in an environment in Information retrieval applications often represent which most of the documents seen are correctly classified documents by term frequency vectors, typically resulting as "none of the above". When using the cosine distance in a high-dimensional space. As described in the previous metric, one can place a threshold on the maximum section, dimensionality reduction can be used to allow for possible angle away from each concept vector that will be efficient implementation. The reduction is carried out by considered for classification within that concept. This partitioning the terms of the original vocabulary (the raw amounts to augmenting our centroid model with a radius words) into a smaller number of basewords. One familiar for each centroid. An alternative is to look at the ratio example from information retrieval is the identification of between the largest and second largest dot products and words having the same root, "run", such as "running", require a minimum gain in order for a document to be "runs" and "runner". Synonyms may also be identified in classified. Documents which are distant from all this manner. The partition is referred to in Section 3.3 as centroids will have low ratios and be rejected. This the word mapping clustering, in the sense of discovering a partition on a set slang, and other non-standard usage that can not be of documents for which the equivalence classes tend to readily mapped. In order to have a dynamic system that correspond to the concepts we are attempting to discover. continually learns language usage in a fluid environment,
We have experimented with both K-means clustering and we turn to data-driven techniques for this class of an AGS method in which we attempt to maximize the algorithms.
mutual information between document clusters and the WMT features. This is the same technique used by HNC Via a WMT, we create the features that will be used to to derive the WMT but applied to documents distributed predict the concept C to which each document belongs.
over word groups rather than to words distributed over The information each feature w possesses is described by document groups. This intuition motivates an additional the probability P(C w). Association-grounded semantics possible application of AGS. Given the original raw word (AGS) assigns to each data object w a "meaning" space and the original document set, we can represented by the probability distribution P(C w) over simultaneously generate word and document partitions by all contexts C. We can then partition the w objects so as attempting to maximize the mutual information of the to minimize the amount of information lost due to the joint distribution of the cluster spaces. Details are reduction of the feature space. Details of this technique presented in [6] . are given in [6] , [7] , and [8] .
EXPERIMENTAL TESTRED
The document is represented as a feature vector in the Our approach to building the testbed was to first develop lower dimensional feature space induced by the WMT. a software simulation of the system, next to design and Currently, we are focusing on centroid-based techniques, implement hardware that performed the same functions, like the Rocchio algorithm [9] , although a number of and then finally to verify that the software and hardware (1) 
CORPUS COLLECTION AND CLEANING For experiments using parallel concepts in multiple
For te exerimnts dscried blow, hereare hreelanguages, a mixture of sources (1), (2) and (3) (5) clustering algorithm. These factors are described below and enumerated in Table 4 shows the two scoring algorithms that we Talese 1 through 5r consider for classifying documents into concepts. The algorithms, described in Section 4, are the cosine angle between two vectors and the normalized order statistic. The factors shown in Table 1 Table 2 involve the word mapping Table 2 WMT and Score Table Generation Factors The experiments were run in software and duplicated by
The factors shown in Table 3 involve the precision of the the hardware system. hardware. Hardware optimized circuits use much less memory than conventional processors. Tradeoffs are 8 . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS made between the precision and saturation points of internal counters and the maximum number of possible 8.1 January Experiments concepts.
In this section we describe our January experiments. The confusion matrix in Table 6 to show words. Figure 3 shows such a misclassification for an experiment reported on in [1] . Here ITh|ECISIOS a%m 80% |7% 10%
In this section we describe our May experiments. We used a cleaned-up version of the newsgroup corpus The goal of the clustering experiment was to determine We compared the classification performance of the our ability to discover concepts that were not made system while varying two independent parameters: available during any supervised part of training; i.e., minimum baseword length (variable, between 2 and 12) during creation of the WMT and the ST. We used the and concept vector precision (4 or 8 bits The concept of the content is the essence of the property that consecutive refinements of a clustering information contained within the document and the continually move further away. specific language is merely an additional layer of coding used to transmit the document from one human to We consider information-theoretic clustering as described another. One of the goals for this system is the ability to above on a few different data sets and in a few different train the system on concepts in one language and have it feature spaces. The first WMT was derived from the identify documents on those concepts in any language. 2007 training documents: this is called the "labeled"
Preliminary experience with a Wikipedia-based corpus training set. The second WMT was derived using only suggests much higher precision and recall numbers than 705 of these labeled documents, but was also given the achieved in this paper when the concepts are truly parallel other 1302 documents without their labels. This set was across languages. further augmented with 1632 documents from the remaining 7 newsgroups, again without labels, and with On any high-speed link we can expect a vast amount of 7118 unlabeled documents from talk.origins. The idea is Interference and Noise. It is not difficult to distinguish that the large amount of unlabeled data should help to Noise, as defined above, from Signal and Interference. make up for the missing labels. This is referred to as the The difficulty lies in effectively distinguishing the Signal "mixed" training set in the table below. We applied the from the Interference where the Signal to Interference clustering algorithms to: (a) just the CMU 20 newsgroups, ratio is extremely small. Hence high precision is much and (b) the 21 groups including talk. origins. For each, we more important than high recall. considered clustering: (a) all documents, and (b) only those documents not included in the large mixed training Human communications are full of ambiguity and set (we call this the "test" set of documents since it is the assumptions of common knowledge. Much of our testing complement of the training set). We report the ground has been performed using English language newsgroup truth (category) entropy for each data set and the cluster documents from which we removed the name of the entropy, mutual information, and variance of information newsgroup, the author and the subject line. These for each resulting partition. The "0/O max" column of deletions were done to eliminate obvious clues as to the Processing module extracts text and metadata from
The classification task is to answer the question: Is a HTML, XML, email, and other well-defined formats. A given document on one (or more) of the Concepts Of lexicon processing module enables processing of multiInterest? The clustering task is to answer the question: Is a word phrases. A clustering module groups together given document (which appears not to be on a specified content that is related but previously unclassified. Concept Of Interest) similar to any other documents?
Additional modules can be integrated into the system to
